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D. Insert commas wherever necessary. 

1. The villages  ,  where the farmers lived had few modern facilities. 

2. The man drove a car  ,  which was gifted to him by his grandfather.  

3. He went to the market and bought eggs  ,  milk  ,  meat  ,  fruits and 

vegetables. 

4. These men  ,  the original bravehearts have given up their medals as a 

form of protest. 

5. One day he was sitting under a tree  ,  narrating the story of his tiger hunt 

to a group of children. 

6.  Though Rima was suffering from fever  ,   she didn’t miss any exam. 

7. In addition to English  ,  I also want to learn Mandarin  ,  French  ,   Spanish 

and German. 

8. Whenever I feel bored  ,  I pick up a pen and start writing about the most 

interesting incidents in my life. 

 

E. Read the passage, and punctuate it appropriately by inserting commas, full 

stops, and capital letters wherever necessary. 

Bhavya  ,  my best friend is coming over to spend the summer vacation with me  

.  We will have a lot of fun together  . We plan to visit Nainital  ,  Ranikhet   ,  

Almora and Kausani. We will visit the zoo  ,  see sites  ,  go shop and go for a 

boat ride in Nainital. Bhavya wants to buy trinkets and local handicrafts at the 

mall road  ,  woodcraft market as gifts for her cousins  ,  friends and neighbors. 

Like Nainital  ,  Ranikhet  ,  Almora and Kausani are also hill stations and remain 



comparatively cool even during the summer months.  It will be refreshing to visit 

these cool  ,  peaceful and beautiful places in the lap of the Himalayas. 

 

A. The dreaded Bhootnath managed to escape again! Write a public notice 

on the robber menace. The notice must contain these details.  

• The robber's way of operating  

• Places he was last seen a 

• Precautionary measures to be taken  

• Whom to contact if he is seen  

 

THE VILLAGE OF               NAGADPUR  

NOTICE 

Date: 15-05-2021  

ROBBER MENACE 

It is to be informed that the dreaded Bhootnath managed to escape again 

having burgled some houses in the village, Nagadpur. So if he is seen again  by 

anyone of the villagers please immediately do contact to the office of  the Pukar 

Singh, Mukhiya. All the villagers are informed to take Precautionary measures 

remaining alert and the jewellery-cash, to get  deposited in the nearby Village 

Bank. 

Pukar Singh  

Mukhiya of Nagadpur. 

HW—Do question no. B. At page no. 26. 

 

 


